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ABSTRACT 
Linear programming (LP) is an important tool for many inter-disciplinary optimization problems. The Simplex method is the most 

widely used algorithm to solve LP problems and has immense impact on several developments in various fields. With 

development of public domain and commercial software solvers, it has been automated and made available for use. A serious 

bottleneck in implementation of Simplex algorithm is the efficient implementation over application-specific processors and 

parallel hardware platforms such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays. Such implementation could result in drastic speed up in 

execution of linear programming models. In this paper, we implement Simplex algorithm over agriculture problem crop mix to 

maximize the farmer profit by using optimum resources by using PLM software. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Linear Programming Problem (LPP) of the Mathematical 

Programming consists of a linear objective function and a set 
of linear constraints to be fulfilled. It is simple in structure but 

powerful in applicability to a wide range of problems in 

engineering, medicine, agriculture, industry, business, social 

science, management, defense, administration, communication 

etc.. It has become an important model in modem theoretical 

and applied mathematics and has proved to be one of the most 

effective tools in operations research for decision making. The 

success of it stems from its flexibility in depicting real world 

situations 

Varying from military operations to behavioral and social 

sciences. It is a model to get the best out of a given situation. 
Linear Programming Problems are concerned with the optimal 

allocation of limited resources to meet certain desired 

objective. The linear function, which is to be optimized, is 

called the objective function and the conditions to be satisfied 

are expressed as simultaneous linear equalities or inequalities 

referred to as constraints. A solution vector, which satisfies the 

set of constraints and the given objective, is termed as an 

optimal solution. The logical analysis and conclusions of all 

decision making problems are based on the concept of models 

and model building,  

 

 
 

 

 

which is an abstraction of the reality and linear programming 

is one of the most versatile, popular  

and widely used quantitative techniques. A linear 

programming model offers an efficient method for 

determining an optimal decision (or an optimal strategy or an 

optimal plan) chosen from a large number of possible 

decisions. The optimal decision is one that meets a specified 

objective or management, subject to various constraints and 

restrictions [1].Easily Programmed on a Computer. The simplex 

method is popular for many reasons, including the ability to 
easily program the algorithm on a computer. Any function for 

the method can be quickly adapted in a software program as 

only the function evaluation needs to be altered. Although the 

method can be time consuming when done by hand, the ability 

to program it on calculators and computers makes it popular in 

advanced mathematics. In fact, in many courses the method is 

only used by hand when it is taught, after which a calculator is 

used to speed up problem solving. The method is very easy to 

use, even though it can be difficult to notice mistakes. When 

compared to the graphical method, the simplex method has the 

advantage of allowing an individual to address problems with 
more than two decision variables. It also has an advantage 

over the  

least-squares method, which is also popular. Unlike the least-

squares method, this algorithm does not require a derivative 

function and the orthogonality condition is not relevant. The 

simplex method is fairly easy to implement after the 

vocabulary is familiar. 

George Dantzig worked on planning methods for the US 

Army Air Force during World War II using a desk calculator. 
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During 1946 his colleague challenged him to mechanize the 

planning process in order to entice him into not taking another 

job. Dantzig formulated the problem as linear inequalities 

inspired by the work of Wassily Leontief, however, at that 

time he didn't include an objective as part of his formulation. 

Without an objective, a vast number of solutions can be 

feasible, and therefore to find the "best" feasible solution, 

military-specified "ground rules" must be used that describe 

how goals can be achieved as opposed to specifying a goal 

itself. Dantzig's core insight was to realize that most such 
ground rules can be translated into a linear objective function 

that needs to be maximized.[2] Development of the simplex 

method was evolutionary and happened over a period of about 

a year.[3] 

After Dantzig included an objective function as part of his 

formulation during mid-1947, the problem was 

mathematically more tractable. Dantzig realized that one of 

the unsolved problems that he mistook as homework in his 

professor Jerzy Neyman's class (and actually later solved), was 

applicable to finding an algorithm for linear programs. This 

problem involved finding the existence of Lagrange 

multipliers for general linear programs over a continuum of 
variables, each bounded between zero and one, and satisfying 

linear constraints expressed in the form of Lebesgue integrals. 

Dantzig later published his "homework" as a thesis to earn his 

doctorate. The column geometry used in this thesis gave 

Dantzig insight that made him believe that the Simplex 

method would be very efficient.[5] 
 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Generally Crop mix of the farm is limited because of 

many constraints such as land, working capital, available of 
the man power, fertilizer and geographical condition reasons. 

Total land available for farming is 100 acre, in which farmer 

want to produce tomatoes, lettuce or radishes (based on the 

constraints) and sell it to the market at Price 1rs/kg for 

tomatoes, 0.75rs/kg for lettuce and 2rs/kg for radishes. The 

total Average yield per acre 2000 kg of tomatoes, 3000 for 

lettuce and 1000 of radishes, and Fertilizer is used which cost 

is 0.50 Rs/Kg. Requirement of fertilizer per acre is 100 kg for 

tomatoes and lettuce and 50 kg for radishes. Labour required 

for sowing cultivating and harvesting per acre is 5 man-days 

for tomatoes and radishes and 6 man days for lettuce. A total 

of 400 man days of labour are available at Rs.20 per day. 
In order to solve the problem of limited crop production it 

is mandatory for the farmer to that all the resources should be 

used in such a way that maximum crop yield is obtained. This 

can easily be done by using linear programming. For this 

paper mathematical approach is applied. It is assumed here 

that all crops should be selled at market. The three crop may 

be used for analysis approach are tomatoes, lettuce and 

radishes. The farmer sowing the crop such a way that he 

achieved the maximum profit. This is possible only if 

constraints should be utilized to optimum level.  

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

 

The aim of formulating a general Linear Programming 

Problem is to find values for a set of m out of n decision plus 

m surplus variables meeting the objective (minimize or 

maximize) of a linear function Z=C1X1+C2X2+......+CnXn and 

fulfilling the m linear constraints of inequalities or equalities, 

of the form ai1X1 + ai2X2 +...+ aijXn+ ...+ainXn {<, = ,>} bi, i 

=1,2,...,m and Xj>0,  j=l,2,......,n where aij, bi and Cj are 

numerically known values and the signs < , = , > can vary 

from constraint to constraint. Now adding surplus or artificial 

variables or both, as the case may be to the constraints, they 

may be written in matrix form Ax = b, where A is the 

augmented constraint coefficient matrix of m rows and (n+k) 

columns lying in the range (n+m) < (n+k) < (n+2m). 

 

Formulation of Problem: 

 

Objective: maximize the farmer profit. 
Let X1, X2 and X3- number of units of tomatoes, lettuce and 

radishes to be produced, respectively 

Max (Profit) Z= Selling Price - Fertilizer Cost - Labour 

cost 

= (1×2000-0.50×100-20×5) X1+ (0.75×3000-0.50×100-

20×6)X2+(2×1000-0.50×50-20×5)X3 

=1850X1+2080X2+1875X3 

Constraints/limitation: 

For Farm  X1+X2+X3≤100 
For Labour 5X1+6X2+5X3≤400 
X1,X2,X3≥0 
Solution of Problem by PHP Simplex 

PHP Simplex is an online tool for solving linear programming 

problems. Usage is free. PHP Simplex is able to solve 

problems using the Simplex method, Two-Phase method, and 

Graphical method, and has no limitations on the number of 

decision variables nor on constraints in the problems. 

 

 

 
Table no.01 Formulation of problem 

 

 
 

Table No. 02: Iteration 01 

 

 
 

Table no 03: Iteration 02 

 

 
Table no 04: Iteration 03 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wassily_Leontief
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simplex_algorithm#cite_note-18
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simplex_algorithm#cite_note-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Dantzig#Mathematical_statistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerzy_Neyman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simplex_algorithm#cite_note-20
http://www.phpsimplex.com/simplex/simplex.htm?l=en
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5. RESULT 

 

From the analysis of data it is show that X1 =0 number of units 

of tomatoes is 0,  X2=0 number of units of lettuce and X3=80 

number of units of radishes to be produced, respectively for 

getting maximum profit (Z=1,50,000Rs.) 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 
Using the technique of linear programming, the resources are 

adjusted in such a way that maximum profit in the production 

of Crop mix under given constraints can be achieved. Table 04 

shows that maximum profit of 1, 50,000 is obtained when 

production of X1 (number of units of tomatoes) = 0 units, X2 

(number of units of lettuce) = 0 and X3 (number of units of 

radishes) =80 units and resources S2 are fully exhausted but 

S1=20 (meaning 40 units of S1 resource will be left unused). 

Therefore, it can be concluded that this is the best strategy 

under given constraints and hence maximum profit in 

production of crop can be achieved. Thus the technique of 

linear programming suggests the ways of reducing the 
production cost of crop by maximizing the utilization of fixed 

resources and optimizing the use of variable resources like 

land, working capital, available of the man power, fertilizer 

and geographical condition reasons with ultimate aim to 

increase the profit of the farmer. 
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